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DNA Bootcamp 

With Michelle Leonard 

GOALS WORKSHEET 
 

 

1. What is my DNA testing goal? 

 

Example:  

I want to identify my paternal grandfather (the following example answers pertain to 

this goal) 

 

2. Which test or tests can help me achieve this goal? 

 

Example:  

atDNA at Ancestry and fish in all the autosomal ponds 

Y-DNA for my brother since it's a direct paternal line 

 

3. Which relatives should I test to maximise my chances of success? 

 

Example:  

My dad is not living so I can only test my siblings and paternal half-siblings to gain 

more of the mystery DNA. I should also test my mum to eliminate matches on my 

maternal side and 2Cs descended from siblings of my paternal grandmother to 

eliminate matches on her quarter. 

 

4. Which organisational method should I use for this particular goal? (Direct Ancestor 

Groups Method, ABCD Method or a mixture of both) 

 

Example:  

I need to use a mix of the two methods: Direct Ancestor Groups method for my 

maternal lines and paternal grandmother lines and then the ABCD method for any 

leftover groups of mystery matches that could be on my paternal grandfather 

quarter 
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5. Which confirmed matches can be used to eliminate other lines on my tree? 

 

Example:  

My maternal 1Cs can be used as base matches to eliminate my maternal side and 

James, a paternal 2C on my paternal grandmother line, can be used as a base match 

to eliminate my paternal grandmother’s quarter  

 

6. Which confirmed matches should I use to identify mystery matches on my goal line? 

 

Example: 

My full siblings and paternal half-siblings are the only matches I can use as they are 

the only other matches with DNA from the mystery man. I need to first eliminate my 

maternal matches and paternal grandmother matches and then create and organise 

my remaining mystery matches into distinct clusters/group (e.g. pink dot for 

maternal side, green dot for PGM quarter then remaining matches with no dot are 

likely to belong on my mystery PGF quarter so colour-code these into distinct 

groups). Then repeat the process on my sibling and paternal half-sibling match lists. 

 

7. Which match trees should I build out on my master tree from within these clusters of 

mystery matches? 

 

Claire J 

David B 

John C etc 

 

8. What did I discover by following this course of action? 

 

Example:  

I was able to identify a set of common ancestors between Claire, David and John 

My brother’s Y-DNA match list also has matches with the same paternal surname 

This couple had a grandson who fits the bill to be my mystery paternal grandfather  

 

Goal timeline and additional notes: 

 

Example: 

Tested my brother at FTDNA           20 Jun 2021 

Did Ancestry colour-coding              10 Jul 2021 

Created a Master Research Tree     13 Jul 2021 

 


